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Abstract— Preparation of polymer composite Martials used 

Azadirachta Indica (Neem) extract and silver Nano particles. 

Silver Nano particles are the metal Nano particles can be used 

in medicines, textile, cosmetics, energy etc. Development of 

novel green process is generating attraction of researchers in 

the direction of bio synthesis of nano particles.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nano-particles usually referred as particles with size up to 

100nm [1-2]. Nano particles exhibit completely new or 

improve properties based on specific characteristic such as 

size, distribution and morphology, if compared with large 

particles of the bulk martial they are made of nano particles 

present a higher surface to volume ratio with decreasing size 

of nano particles. Specific surface area is relevant for 

catalytic reactivity and other related properties such as 

antimicrobial activity in silver nano-particles. As specific 

area of nano-particles is increased, their biological 

effectiveness can increase due to the increase in surface 

energy [1]. 

Nanotechnology also has real commercial potential 

for the textile industry. This is mainly due to the fact that 

conventional methods used to impart different properties to 

fiber often do not lead to permanent effects, and will lose their 

function. In addition a coating of nano particles on fabrics 

will not affect their breathability or hand feel. Therefore, The 

interest in using nanotechnologies in the textile industry in 

increasing. The properties imparted to textile using 

nanotechnology include water repellence, soil resistance, 

wrinkle resistance, anti-bacterial, anti-static and UV-

protection, flame retardation, improvement of dye ability and 

so on [3]. Biosynthesis is a multi-step enzymes process where 

substrates are converted into more complex products. In 

biosynthesis, simple compound are modified, converted into 

other compound or Modified together to form 

macromolecules [5-6]. 

II. MATRIAL AND METHODS  

A. Fabric: 

Lyocell Excel knitted viscose fabric by Birla Cellulose 

Bharuch Gujarat 32’s count and 145 GSM were used in this 

study.  

B. Chemicals & Equipments: 

Silver nitrite AgnO3 169.87 gm/moll Silver Molecular 

weight was used in this study. Azadirachta Indica (Neem) 

leaves were used. As raw material to extract. Methanol and 

double Distil water was used.  

1)   Equipments: 

SCANNING ELECTON MICROSOPSY (SEM Jsm -5610 

LV Japan) 

Energy Dispersive X-ray Analyser Microscopy 

(EDX 800 Simadzu Japan)  

Anti-bacterial Test Equipments – Incubator Cum 

oven, Laminar Air flow (Hexatec Instruments Pvt Ltd 

Mumbai: Model HIPL-042), Autoclave Equitron (Sr.no 

NC11GS-2824) shaker Incubator and UV Spectrophotometer  

2) Preparation of Neem Extract: 

Neem leaves are taken from Ahmadabad Gujarat region & 

dried in oven at 110*c temperature. It is then grind in to 

powdered form. The Neem extract was prepared by taking 

10g of Neem powder dissolve in 100ml of methanol at 70 C 

stir it in magnetic stirrer for 1 hour. Then it is filtered by using 

what man filter paper. 

 
Fig. 1: 

3) Preparation of Nano Composite Martial: 

The Neem extract and AgNO3 solution it is then applied on 

to the lyocell fabric by cold dip technique. In these methods 

first the cloth is dip in Neem extract solution for 10-15 min 

then squeeze it. Second cloth is dip into AgNO3 solution for 

10 min then squeeze in to padding mangle by 2 dip 2 nip 

technique. Cloth wound into plastic bag for 18-24 hrs. dry 

sample in room temperature. 

C. Testing & Evaluation: 

1) Fabric Characterization: 

 The Morphological Analysis of surface the synthesised 

nano particles were performed using Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM). (Model JSM5610LV, Version 

1.0,Jeol, Japan)using Oxford Inca software (UK) The 

silver nano particles were examined 

 Elemental Analysis by change in chemical composition 

analysed by Energy Dispersive X-ray Analyser 

Microscopy(EDX) 

2) Functional Characterization: 

Anti-bacterial activity was measured as per AATCC 147 

TEST Method. This test for knitted viscose fabric with neem 

extract & silver nano particles was carried out with gram 

negative Escherichia coli bacterium growth was shown by 

Photos given in results & discussion. 
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III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION   

A.  Effect On Fabric Properties: 

 The treatment with neem extract & silver nano particles was 

performed by cold dip technique on room temperature. The 

distribution of nano particles on surface of fabric were 

observed by using SEM and elementally analyzed by using 

EXD Testing   

B. Morphological: 

Figure 2 SEM photographs of neem extract treated fabric and 

neem extract with silver nano particles Agno3. Silver nano 

particles is deposited successfully on lyocell viscose knitted 

using cold dip technique  

C. Effect On Chemical Composition: 

Figure 3 Energy Dispersive spectrum of biosynthesis silver 

nano particles recorded using Oxford Inca Soft were on SEM 

Distinctly Revealed the element composition shown here 

Shows the EDS spectra of Biosynthesised nano particles 

deposited on carbon coated aluminium sheet. The strong 

singles in the EDX spectrum confirm the presence of silver. 

The presence with silver with oxygen indicates that the silver 

is in the form of oxide or dioxide confirming the reduction of 

silver nitrate by neem leaf extract. The weight of silver 

(5.57%), Carbon (2.15%) and oxygen (91.88%). The other 

impurities was also detected like sodium, potassium and 

carbon owing to interaction with neem extract during bio-

synthesis process. 

D. Effect On Anti-Bacterial Property: 

Anti-bacterial property on fabric was measured by E. coli 

used AATCC 147 Method fig.4 shown clearly that generation 

of bacteria was observed. It is clear that the silver nano 

treatment was found to develop the anti-bacterial. 

 
Fig. 2: Scanning Electron Microscographs of untreated 

lyocell and treated with silver nano particles 

 

 
Fig. 3: EDS Spectra silver nano particles synthesized using 

neem leaf extract 

 

 
Fig. 4: Anti-bacterial AATCC-147 untreated lyocell viscose 

fabric and treated with neem extract with silver nano 

particles    

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This study shows that silver nano particles was successfully 

applied on lyocell knitted viscose fabric using clod dip 

technique with neem extract. Morphological changes on 
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lyocell fabric are observed by scanning electron microscopy 

5-50nm obtained. The EDS spectrums confirm the presence 

of the silver. The anti-bacrial knitted textile with novel green 

root activity against gram negative bacteria E. coli species. In 

this study novel green root method used silver nano particles 

anti-bacterial faric activities was observed. Also conclude 

that the bio synthesis of neem extract silver nano particles is 

capable of significant antibacterial activities.  
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